which is why some things are better
left unsaid. Sins of omission may
be grave indeed
as in buildings
that omit amenities for the people
who live and work in them
but
omission is often a virtue in design.
"Less is more," Mies said, and he
was right
more or less. Yet, when
you consider that both Samuel Goldwyn
and John Keats were concerned with
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Modes

The threat of omission:

You111 miss

me when I'm gone.

The plea of omission:

What'11 I ever

do without you?

The fear of omission:

Don't let them

take it away.

The joy of omission:

Good riddance.

Relief

The urge toward riddance is sometimes
mistaken for charity, and relief organizations find their work complicated in time
of crisis by people who use disaster as an
excuse for emptying closets and attics.

But

while discarding may bring relief, stripping
down is more likely to bring a sense of discovery.

There is a satisfaction in stripping

furniture, removing wallpaper, and washing
children's faces that is reputedly obtainable
in no other way.

Diet

The conspicuous consumption that gave
us an overweight population is yielding to
conspicuous omission as we become a nation
of dieters.

Of all places, Scarsdale, N.Y.,

once a symbol of abundance, now represents a
regimen for taking it all off.

Nutritionists have tended to recommend
reduction, rather than omission, as an approach
to weight control.

If we eat less food, they

argue, we needn't omit any particular food.
Moderation, however, is always tough medicine
to take.

So we diet by cutting out carbohydrates,

by cutting out fats, by cutting out lunch or
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dessert or bread.

Sam Levenson once devised

•
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a j
diet
that
was ideal11.
because nothing
was
z
omitted from it. "On this diet," Levenson
claimed, "you can eat anything you want.

.
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Regrets

All of us remember what was there for the
taking and was not taken.

Do mistakes of omis-

sion simply look worse in retrospect than the
other kind?

Or are they?

Is it that there

are very few of us powerful enough to do as
much harm, to ourselves or others, by our actions
as by our inaction?

In any case, everyone over

30 has his or her own story of the stock not
purchased when it was at 8^, the land not bought
when it was $4 an acre...

It is instructive in this vein to ask
older people what they regret about their lives.
Almost invariably, what they regret is not what
they did but what they did not do.

In his seven-

ties Henry James wrote to Hugh Walpole, "I think
I don't regret a single !excess' of my responsive
youth

i only regret, in my chilled age,

certain occasions and possibilities I didn't
embrace."

There is of course a difference between
acts we have not committed because of fear or
frivolity and acts we have not committed because conflicting acts had claims on our time.
Robert Frost's famous "road not taken" was
not taken because another one was.

People

are seldom really afraid to make decisions,
only afraid to make wrong ones.

Props

Growing up implies the continuing
acquisition of skills, with the consequent
omission of props.

In that sense it is the

process of giving up training wheels whenever possible.

But it also means collect-

ing props (reading glasses, hearing aids,
dentures) to support performance in areas
that didn't used to require skills at all.

Keats And Goldwyn

Not everything fits.

Even the good, the

true, the just and the beautiful may be inappropriate, which is why some things are better
left unsaid.
indeed

Sins of omission may be grave

as in buildings that omit amenities

for people who live and work in them
omission is often a virtue in design.

but
"Less

is more," Mies said, and he was right
or less.

more

Yet, when you consider that both

Samuel Goldwyn and John Keats were concerned
with what was unsaid and undone, it is clear
that there is more to omission than just leaving
A
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things out.

"Heard melodies are sweet," Keats wrote,
"but those unheard are sweeter."

Goldwyn,

more goal oriented, is reported to have asked—
when presented with a proposal he considered
ridiculously comprehensive
including out?"

"What are you
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More Regrets

If the sweetest melodies are those that
are left unheard, certainly some of the most
satisfying propositions are those that are
left unsaid.

Often an unmailed letter is

preferable to one that has been posted;
an unwritten one may be better yet.

There is

a kind of strength that comes from having resisted the urge to say something.

On the other

hand, such omissions can be debilitating, draining one's energy in the self-recrimination
that comes from remembering what one should
have said.

For example, the designer of a building component complained that his taste was
too high above the contractor's.

"I am de-

signing over the builder!s head," he told
me.

I started to say that maybe the builder
had a code in his head, but checked myself
because puns are thought to be easy and
vulgar.

I wish I had said it.

Creative Removal

When IBM's design program was launched,
Eliot Noyes described how the design team approached a new product, the computer.

His

simple description remains one of our most
moving records of the soundness of a designer's
instinct to omit.

"Take the central processing unit of the
705, for example.

It was entirely covered over

with gray panels, and we began stripping off
the panels, and the more we stripped the more
beautiful it became, and there were blues and
oranges and wonderful reds.

And we ended up

exposing the entire thing under glass, and
apart from this coat of many colors, this
revealed the machine's true character."

Not Missed

Safety razors used to have a guard bar
to clear a path for the blade and protect
the shaverfs skin.

When the Henry Dreyfuss

office was redesigning a razor, the designers
had a problem incorporating the bar into the
redesign.

So they looked for another way to

accomplish the same end.

In the process they

discovered that there was no end:
didn't really do anything.

the bar

So they left it

off and it was never missed.

The history of design is loaded with
cases like that one.

So is the history of

everything else, I'll bet.

A woman I know

wanted contact lenses, but was told she couldn't
wear them because contact lenses could not accomodate the corrective prism that her spectacles had.

Upon checking, however, the doctor

discovered that she didn!t need the prism.

So

it was omitted from the prescription, she got
the contact lenses, and lived happily ever
after.

Correction

It is one thing to leave out a corrective
remedy that isn't correcting anything.

It is

quite another thing to omit part of oneself
in order to become whole again.

But that's

what Alan Murray, the redoubtable inventor
of Space Shoes, did as a young man.

When an

operation for a leg injury left Murray, a professional figure skater, with one leg shorter
than the other, he demanded that the surgeon
shorten the other leg so both would be equal.
The surgeon refused on the grounds of professional ethics, maintaining that it would be
irresponsible to operate on a leg that had nothing wrong with it.

Murray countered with

the argument that though the leg had nothing
wrong with it, he now had something wrong
with him:

he limped.

And would go on limp-

ing, until the legs were evened out.

Indians

Somewhere Willa Gather writes about the
difference between the Indian in the woods
and the white man in the woods.

The latter's

tendency is to leave memorials of his passing—
initials carved on tree trunks, bent twigs,
erected milestones.
omission.

The Indian's way is one of

He seeks to eliminate foot prints,

tracks, and evidence that he has ever been
there.

Purges

Mailing lists are periodically "purged"
of unwanted names.
ernments.

So are totalitarian gov-

But the latter purges are made

retroactive, as though by eliminating a name
you can eliminate a person.

Stuff

An intriguing detail in the play "Death
of a Salesman" is that the product Willy Loman
sells is never identified; it is simply the
universal stuff of the marketplace.

This omis-

sion takes on a significant negative weight in
the play:

what matters is the very fact that

the product does not matter.

Higher Learning

Traditionally, prestige colleges and universities have put great emphasis on maintaining high omission standards.

This proved too

narrow and elitist, and standards were relaxed
to include more kinds of students as curricula
were broadened to include more kinds of courses.
Yet institutions of learning are enriched by
what they leave out.

Maybe if every college

had a Director of Omissions...

Franklin and Marshall College in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, at least has an omissions policy:
to increase operating efficiency by cutting
the student body from 2,000 to 1,850 and getting rid of one dormitory and the administration
building.

Paying More For Less

In an economy of abundance, omission is
salable.

One fast food chain advertises its

willingness to hold the pickle and lettuce
as a convenience to customers.

Food products

are frequently sold on the basis of what
they do not have:

no preservatives, fewer

calories, no sugar...

Doing without has

become a luxury of sorts.

It costs extra

to have an unlisted telephone number; and the
chief selling point of a very expensive piece
of luggage is that it doesn't carry the designer1 s initials.

Word Waste

Recently a panel organized to assess
the quality of corporate writing found an
alarmingly high number of errors in grammar,
syntax, and usage.

But far and away the most

numerous offenses consisted of varieties of
excess:

more words and phrases than neces-

sary, longer words than necessary, more
obscure words than necessary, and more letters
and memos than necessary.

The Elements of Style by William Strunk,
Jr., as revised, amended and introduced by
E.B. White, may be the only handbook of
usage and style ever to appear on a bestseller list.

What made the little book so

popular was White's introduction, which calls
particular attention to Strunk's rule #10:
"Omit needless words."

Strunk himself,

according to White, "omitted so many needless words, and omitted them so forcibly
and with such eagerness and obvious relish,
that he often seemed in the position of
having shortchanged himself..."

Condensation

No institution has become more expert
in omitting words than Readers Digest. That
organization's editors, unintimidated by
the classics over the years, are now in
the process of cutting the Revised Standard
Version of the Bible by 40 percent.

When the practice of condensing books
and articles for quick reading was new,
Stephen Leacock recommended that in the
interest of efficiency all the news of the
day be boiled down to a four-letter code
word that could be printed on the back of
a stamp and purchased at drug stores.

Revision

To edit is to omit.

No editor in pub-

lishing is as widely celebrated for his powers
of omission as Maxwell Perkins, whose consummate achievement was to cut, and thereby shape,
the novels of Thomas Wolfe.

Wolfe himself

understood the need to cut.

In plans for re-

vising his first novel. Look Homeward, Angel,
he proposed "to cut out of every page every
word that is not essential to the meaning
or emphasis of the writing.

If I can find

even 10 words in every page, this will be
10,000 words or more in entire mss."

But

Wolfe, suffering from what his agent called
"the chronic inability to cut," kept adding
material instead.

The job had to be taken

over largely by Perkins, who reported, "The
first thing we did...

was to cut out that

wonderful scene it began with and the 90 odd
pages that followed. ."

Reduction

This is the actual size (and complete
issue) of a Herman Miller internal bulletin
prepared 20 years ago by an editor determined
to go to any extremes "rather than omit an
edition."

U
July 1959

MEMO CAUGHT IN
BUDGET SQUEEZE!
This time they've gone too far . .
look at the size of this memo
here we were, all set to talk about
big things, and this month's printing
allocation was cut in half. In order
not to disappoint those of you who
hang on every word we write here,
we've decreased the size rather than
omit an edition. Stout heart
the August issue will be back to the
large economy size suitable for placemats at your next cook-out.

One Hand

For all the ostensible popularity of
Zen Buddhism in recent years, only one Zen
koan has become well known in the West:
What is the sound of one hand clapping?

Cutting Corners

A college dean has recommended that
a corner be torn off the diploma of every
graduating senior who has not read Candide.
He is right about the merits of Candide,
but wrong I think in principle.

One could

easily make a list of books one ought to
have read in college, and not only did not
read but could not read.

If a corner were

torn off for every one of them, the diploma
could be tucked into a fortune cookie.

Better

not to worry about diplomas, but to wonder
instead at all the first-rate books one can
live perfectly well without.

Each of us

has a personal list of unread great books.

I own more books than I read, and want
more books than I own.

Having books does

not make me read more; it only makes me feel
guilty about those I haven't read.

To stop

the guilt I must either omit some books or
read them, both painful prospects.

Or so

it seemed until I finally read a book by
Arnold Bennett that I had owned for years
without ever opening.

Bennett boasts of "walking up and down
in front of my books and enjoying them without
reading them..." and goes on to say:
we only to buy books that we read?...

"Are
My eye

rests on the works of Berkeley in three volumes...
I cannot conceive of the circumstances under
which I shall ever read Berkeley; but I do not
regret having bought him.

A certain aroma of

philosophy informs my soul, and I am less crude
than I should otherwise be.
but fact...

This is not fancy,

I want to have lots of books on my
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shelves because I know they would amuse me,
because I like to look at them, and because
one day I might have a caprice to read them.
(Berkeley, even thy turn may come!) In short,
I want them because I want them."

Bennett also argues that our right to
own books we don't read corresponds to our
right to start books we don't finish.

Guilt

is to be omitted in both cases.

Permission

Back from a trip late Sunday night, I
drop my bags on the floor and run out to get
the Sunday New York Times and something to
eat

in that order of importance.

But

the newsstand is bolted shut against weather,
thieves, vandals, the city itself.

Then I

remember that there is a newspaper strike.
The wave of disappointment is almost immediately overtaken by the rush of relief.

The

unions have given me permission to go to bed
without further information.
exhilarated.

I walk home

Blanks Prohibited

The tradition of radio broadcasting calls
for a policy of no silence ever.

This has

been carried over to television, which never
permits a blank screen.

Both policies of course

are adapted from the earlier theatrical tradition
that the stage is never empty.
impossible?

Omission

Playwright Neil Simon, who

hardly represents austerity, says he has
more than once improved a comedy by taking
some of the laughs out.

Counter Points

There is, I guess, no way to have music
without silences, just as there is no way to
have, in typography, letter forms without the
counter spaces that are both their by-product
and their context.

Every decision omits some

other decision; maybe that's why the ticket
crumbs left by conductor's punches are so
fascinating:
nothing.

they are a tangible form of

Not that they couldn't be exploited.

After all, doughnut holes are now fried and
sold.

They are counter dough, materially

the same as doughnuts, but spiritually different.

The hole in the doughnut is not the

same as the hole of the doughnut.

Bagels have no counter holes left on the
cutting room floor, although the finished
product ends up with a hole in it, raising the
age-old metaphysical question:
this emptiness?

Whence cometh

Unlike the doughnut hole,

which is surgically produced, the bagel hole
is nothing to begin with:

the dough is twisted

around emptiness until form appears.
are sculpture.

Bagels

Doughnuts are light industry.

A purer art form, the bagel is understandably
harder to exploit in a consumer economy.

While

doughnut holes are eaten as entities unto
themselves, there are no bagel holes in the
absence of bagels.

However, bagels are, like

all art, lasting but vulnerable:

they break.

Therefore the shards can be, and are, bagged
and sold as "bagel bits."

Nothing

The composer John Cage first delivered
his famous "Lecture on Nothing" about 30 years
ago.

It begins "I am here

,

and

there is nothing to say."

Some years later Cage gave another talk
called "Lecture on Something."

It begins

"This is a talk about
naturally

something

also a talk about nothing.
About how something

are not

and

and nothing

opposed to each other

but

need each other to keep on going."

Few of us could afford to begin a lecture
with the confession, "I am here and there is
nothing to say."

That is precisely the in-

formation we suppress.

And only Cage could

make the acknowledgement, then follow it with a
lecture-demonstration.

Silences

Sound could be omitted from most of
our lives with salutory results in most
cases.

Silence has come to have a chilling

effect, throwing us on our own resources
without benefit of stereophonic reproduction
and amplification.
your tongue, quiet

Be still, hush, hold
there must be people

who have grown to adulthood without having
heard any of these injunctions uttered in
earnest.

There was always too much noise

for them to be heard anyway.

Warren Staebler writes that the 18th
century Quaker John Woolman took his silent
ministry to a tribal village of hostile Indians.

Woolman had omitted both weapons

and preaching, speaking to the Indians out
of periods of deep silence.

The approach

evoked from one tribesman this response:
"I love to feel where words come from."

Withholding Information

The height of discretion is the gift that
"omits the giverf s name on request."

At least

that is the height of discretion to date.
(A totally discreet gift would be one in
which the recipient*s name were also omitted.)
Withholding one's own name may be an act of cowardice, which is a branch of discretion I guess,
I hate to give my name to switchboard operators who have been instructed to "screen"
calls.

I'm always afraid I won't pass.

And

I am invariably nonplused by the secretarial
challenge, "May I ask what you are calling
in reference to?"

Chances are, what I am

calling in reference to is either too complicated to describe or too simple to be
worth mentioning.

I have never found a

graceful way out of this, but neither have
I ever given a secretary a straight answer
to the question.

There are a number of al-

ternatives.

One is the Bluff:

"I am calling about

the accounting discrepancies in the Fitzgerald

audit," I say.

Since this makes no sense what-

ever, the correct secretarial response is "Huh?"
However, that response would suggest that the
secretary does not know the boss's business.
Rather than make that confession, the secretary puts me through.

Another device is the Brutal Refusal:
"No, you may not know what I am calling in
reference to."

"But then how will my boss know?"

"I'll tell him."

Another variation of the above goes as
follows:

"But then how will my boss know?"

"I don't want him to know.

If he knew

he'd tell everybody."

This palpable nonsense, if delivered with
an air of quiet sincerity, also works.

Some-

times, though, I simply level with the secretary
and explain why the process is so difficult.
Namely, that the very reason I am calling some-

one is itself the subject of our conversation:
I am calling him, in other words, to tell him
why I am calling him.
ever call anyone?

Why else does anyone

If I deliver the same

message through an intermediary, then there
will be nothing for us to talk about, in which
case the call itself may be omitted.

Machines

A lot of phone calls could be happily
omitted, if only there were some way of
knowing in advance which rings signal the
unwanted calls.

Few of us can afford to

eliminate calls entirely; few people I know
can avoid some measure of telephone anxiety.
An advertisement for an answering service
asks, "Are you missing an important call
right now?"

The very thought could keep

me housebound for weeks.

So I have an answering machine.

Tech-

nically it does everything it is supposed
to do.

But the people who call me don't do

everything they are supposed to do.

One

of the things they are supposed to do and
don!t do is leave messages.

Their silence

(which my machine translates into a horrendous mechanical wail) is defended on the
grounds of human dignity:
talk to a machine."

"I refuse to

But they would not

be talking to a machine, I tell them, they
would be cutting a record.

Recording a mes-

sage into a machine is no different in kind
from slipping a note under the door that says,
"I came by but you weren't home."

Both are

messages recorded in the absence of the intended recipient.

To be sure, the technology

is more complex in the case of the answering
machine, but it is even more complex in the
telephone itself:

People talk into a

machine called a telephone to protest that
they don!t wish to talk to a machine!

Al-

though the telephone is not only a machine
but part of a vast network of machines, the
feeling persists that we talk through the
telephone machine but to the answering machine.

The chief difference is that in the

latter case no one is at the other end.

Yet.

Let's Not

"Why don't we build a raft?"

"Let's not and say we did."

That was once a common teenager response,
a way of turning down an invitation with a
strong wise-guy editorial comment on the quality
of the proposal.
that anymore.

Teenagers don't seem to say

Does anybody?

There are a lot

of professional situations in which the claim
to have done something may obviate the need to
do it.

"Letfs not and say we did" may be the

soundest course to follow.

Between

Bruce Burdick, the San Francisco designer,
says he locates his work in the interstices
of the world, the spaces between things.
This seems perfectly o.k. to me, but the interstices offer only two options for action
either holding elements of the world together
(not a bad role for a designer to play) or
pushing them apart.

(Samson did both, al-

though not at the same time.)

Those are the

interstitial choices; anything else is just
filler.

Sharks
"Oh, the shark has pretty teeth, dear
And he shows them pearly white,
just a jackknife has Macheath, dear
And he keeps it out of sight."
"Mack The Knife"
Copyright 1955 Weill-Brecht-Harms

Co. Inc.

On the other hand, nature has endowed humankind with something sharks don't have: benzodiazepine receptors.

These only recently

discovered chemical structures on the surface
of human brain cells hook up with anti-anxiety
drugs, and probably therefore with anti-anxiety
substances (as yet undiscovered) produced in
the brain itself.

Sharks, however, do not

have benzodiazepine receptors, leading some
researchers to suspect that anxiety may
have been omitted from the store of ills
that sharks are heir to.

That's comforting, because ever since
"Jaws," sharks have not had a particularly
good press.

in an attempt to literally press

them into human service, shark oil for the
skin has been made available at "better cosmetics counters everywhere."

Its efficacy,

however, is derided by dermatologist Dr. J.
Bedford Shelmire, Jr., who asks, "Have you
ever seen a shark with a good complexion?"

Emerson?

"Any man can make himself rich by making his wants few," Emerson said.*

Perhaps.

But as a get-rich-quick scheme, it is not
the method of choice.

The prospect of a

simplified life tends to look most attractive
to people whose lives are complicated:

the

crusade to free ourselves from things will
not win converts from the armies of the deprived.

*Well, I thought it was Emerson but
after days of looking I can't find where
he says it.

Maybe it was Thoreau

who

certainly did say "... a man is rich in

proportion to the number of things which
he can afford to let alone."

Our most dis-

tinguished omissionary, Thoreau advised:
"I say let your affairs be as two or three
and not a hundred or a thousand; instead of
a million count half a dozen...
simplify-

Simplify,

Instead of three meals a day,

if it be necessary eat but one; instead of
a hundred dishes, five; and reduce other
things in proportion."

Clean

Not all omissions are admirable.

Some,

such as discontinued trains, represent deterioration in the quality of life.

Others,

such as the disappearance of clerks in stores
and attentive service in gas stations, make
us responsible for doing what we would rather
have others do for us.

Omissions that are

arbitrary, and therefore anti-design, are
*s irritating as commissions that are arbitrary and therefore anti-design.

I hold in

Jf

my hand a letter "cleanly" designed by a designer:

it bears the name of the firm but

is uncluttered by an address.

There is no

convenient way to answer such a letter.

I

would stuff it into my pocket, were I not
wearing a shirt designed by (or at least
bearing the name of) a fashion designer: it
has no pocket.

This suggests that contempo-

rary fashion is also "clean," shedding clutter.
But I own a pair of trousers credited to the
same designer.

They are equipped with a watch

pocket, although I haven't seen a pocket watch
in years.

Even that is not as silly as the

corduroy trousers that omit the useless
watch pocket but include the doubly useless
watch pocket flap and a sewn-in-place button
that doesn't button anything, a masterpiece of
design contradiction, omitting one piece of
nonsense while committing another.

Imagination

The actress Ruth Draper was known for
performances in which she gave the illusion
of set, costume and props without really using
any.

One of my grammar school teachers had

seen her portray an old woman selling apples
on a street corner.

The teacher described the

experience of seeming to see tattered clothing,
a shawl, and a bushel of red apples that
weren't there.

I don't remember what my

teacher looked like or anything she wore.
Or even her name or what she taught.

But

I still remember what she imagined she had
seen, because it was so powerfully filled
in when left out.

No X's

Producer Cap Palmer dreamed up the title
"Imagine A World Without X's."

He was describ-

ing the formula in which a product or material
is dramatized by showing what the world would
be like without it.

Using this formula a

film made for, say, a cutlery manufacturer
would show a world where all knives have mysteriously vanished from kitchen drawers, knife
racks, Boy Scout sheaths and pockets.

As a

result, meat stands uncarved, bread stands unsliced, onions are unminced, potaotes unpeeled,
fish unsealed.

On camping trips, tree trunks

are uninitialed and hot dogs and marshmallows
unroasted because there is no way to make a
pointed stick.

Or a typical film sponsored

by a rivet manufacturer might begin with a
narrator's voice booming "Imagine a world without rivets."

Instantly all of the buildings

and bridges on screen fall down.
apart.

Cars fall

Airplanes lose their wings and drop

from the rivetless skies.

Cliche or not, the formula is effective
•ecause it dramatizes our dependence upon re-

sources that we take for granted.

What makes the device dramatic is that
the threat is hypothetical rather than real.
Our supplies of knives and rivets are not
seriously threatened, so far as I know.

Our

supply of energy is, and there are probably
very few of us who have not in the past few
years become keenly aware of how dependent
we are on energy for some essentials of life
and for thousands of nonessentials.

While

the formula may get tiresome in sponsored
films, "Imagine A World Without X's" is not
a bad game for home use.

Any number can play,

One Day At A Time

"That was a memorable day to me,
for it made great changes in me.
it is the same way with any life.

But
Im-

agine one selected day struck out of
it, and think how different its course
would have been."

Charles Dickens, Great Expectations

That's easier said than done, except maybe
for Dickens.

One can't imagine one's life with

a selected day struck out of it, for it is as
hard to imagine a negative as it is to prove one,
The only way to actually get a day removed is
a little at a time.

What is a vacation, after

all, but a commitment to omit for awhile certain
routinized features of one's life?

Skip it.

